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Attorney Richard S. Land Gave us a Virtual
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Our speaker made it clear this strongly applies to Elder
fall election. Thanks Jeff. We all know you will do a great
job.
Law. He pointed out that a lawyer
Secondly, we need to think of people to whom we can sell
can be invaluable in reviewing
our raffle tickets. Sell, sell, sell.
agreements with long term care
We’ll connect with you on the web next week. The Zoom
facilities, planning and applying
address is: 621257872. Give it to a friend who might be a
for Medicaid, giving advice on the
potential member.
merit of long term care insurance,
Ralph
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was involve in the making of hats.
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who needs legal help, attorney Land can be contacted
throughout the country as the Hat
at 203-744-1929.
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Get Well Soon:
We just had word that Andy Ragona and Tom Tazza are
both quite ill. We wish them well and hope for their speedy
recovery.

